7 J=7/2 and Gd IV 4f 6 5d J=5/2, 7/2, 9/2; and energies of 51 new levels are presented. The average error between adjacent energy levels in 4f 7 is 4.5%. Significant improvements in computational efficiency and accuracy for the difficult to treat 4f 7 and 4f 6 5d states are introduced, including: use of ab initio determined shifts of diagonal matrix elements (ME) for 4f 6 parents, neglecting off-diagonal MEs between quadruple (triple) excitations, and a more systematic treatment of radial convergence.
Introduction
This article is dedicated to Prof. Walter Johnson in appreciation of a lifetime of significant contributions to atomic physics. His work with Desiderio [1] on QED effects in many electron atoms still nearly represents state-of-the-art for heavy atoms possessing more than 1 open shell electron 37 years after it first appeared. I also had the pleasure of having one of his Ph.D. students as a postdoc who, using Relativistic Many Body Perturbation Theory, resolved problems with the electron affinity of Yb [2] and Kr I f -values [3] .
Atoms and ions with 4f
n configurations are of tremendous complexity for the ab initio computationalist, because a large N-and 1-electron basis set is required, the high angular momentum (l=3) involved and the associated slow convergence of the expansions. In addition, relativistic effects must be included from the start. Historically, the most successful treatments of these species have been by use of semi-empirical methods [4] .
The ab initio method discussed here -Relativistic Configuration Interaction (RCI) -has been successfully applied [5] to Fe II, and there are good reasons to believe that most properties of (d+s) n states lying below the first ionization potential (IP) can be well accounted for via RCI by a sufficiently diligent practitioner. Thus it seems appropriate to turn our attention to 4f n states as the next group of states to offer a major challenge to the ab initio computationalist interested in complex systems. These species are of considerable technological importance in condensed matter (high temperature superconductivity, radioactive waste, lasers), plasmas (advanced lighting sources), atomic clocks, etc. It may be noted that 4f n ionic energy levels are often little changed by their surrounding solid state environment. O ur specific interest in Gd IV arose from its role in PbF 2 :Gd scintillators [6] , and as a possible means of studying the electron electric dipole moment [7] . 
Methodology
The RCI methodology we employ has been described in detail up to 2006 [5] , so we only give a brief summary up to that time. The Hamiltonian used is the Dirac-Breit with the uniform charge distribution nuclear model. Wavefunctions are eigenstates of J 2 , J z , and parity, and are separated into a reference [e.g. 4f n ] and a correlation part [e.g. selected single and double excitations from the reference part]. Each N-electron basis function is a linear combination of Slater determinants whose elements are spinors. The radial parts of the reference spinors are determined by solving the Dirac-Hartree-Fock equations numerically [8] . Correlation radial functions associated with unfilled (in the reference) subshells (virtuals) are represented by relativistic screened (Z * ) hydrogenic functions (RSH), whose Z * is determined during diagonalization of the energy matrix (at which time, the Breit operator is also added). Use of RSH prevents collapse of virtuals into the positron sea.
What are the limitations?
Our approach to RCI is to use a very efficient basis set, and have typical CPU times of less than 1 day. For the PC in hand [AMD 2.4GHz CPU] and the code we've developed [5, 9] , this means matrices of order 20 000 or less, 1M determinants (dets) or less, and 75M coefficients or less.
An efficient basis set produces wavefunctions that can be used to readily calculate other properties (e.g. f -values, including non-orthonormality effects), and properties that can be readily analyzed to determine what the important correlation effects are.
Our RCI program [9] is determinantal based with the matrix element structure explicitly constructed. This allows its reuse for determining Z * 's, for adding new basis functions (existing structure is reused), etc. Structure construction CPU costs are ∼ 70% of the total, mainly arising from the distribution of coefficient products arising from a pair of determinants to individual matrix element structures. Thus the total number of coefficients, and to a lesser extent, the total number of determinants accounts for most of the CPU cost.
To constrain the order of the matrix, we need to develop well converged N-and 1-electron basis sets. For the former, we employ REDUCE [5, 9] ), but each of the survivors uses the full set of dets, and that increases the CPU cost of constructing the surviving structure. Additionally, prior to the improvement in REDUCE discussed below, CPU times for each REDUCE calculation (and there could be dozens of them) could be several hours on an AMD 2.4 GHz CPU for Gd IV.
To develop the 1-electron virtual radials (RSH), a series of "2 × 2" separated RCI calculations are done. For example, 4f
is done separately to determine Z * (vh), and to see how many RSHs are needed (l=5) to achieve convergence. These runs are also used to determine whether a specific excitation (e.g. 4f
2 → vh 2 ) should be included in the final combined run. Table 1 lists the correlation included in the final combined run for E(
. This excitation energy is displayed as it exhibits the greatest energy change between the separate and combined runs. The largest changes occur for 4d
, 4d → vg. The triple and quadruple excitations we chose to explore (e.g. see Table 1 ) were formed from products of these single and pair excitations. The table also indicates the size (difficulty level) of the computational problem.
Computational Efficiencies Introduced Recently
While some of these may appear to be technical details, they can be implemented by other scientists employing RCI methods.
1. Implementation of bit-packed REDUCE. Savings factor:
3 × Allows speedy (1 linear vs a quadratic search) comparison of two dets to determine how they are related. The number of dets increases dramatically with l (see Table  1 ). Previously implemented in the RCI code. The set of rotated [REDUCE] vectors can be further decreased by using a more limited reference set (rather than the full set as we do now). For example for 4f 7 J=7/2, there are 50 vectors. If we were only interested in the bottom 10 energy levels, we could use the bottom 10 Dirac-Fock (DF) [8] vectors as references, decreasing the number of REDUCE survivors (for ALL correlation configurations) an additional 5 fold. We have successfully demonstrated this for a few calculations. Should this prove too restrictive, the 4f 7 portion of a limited RCI calculation could replace the 10 DF references.
Setting matrix elements Q|H|Q , T |H|T , Q|H|T =0
when Q = Q , T = T . Savings factor: 5× [e.g. 10 hrs to 2 hrs]. The same strategy was used in treatment of Breit operator introduced earlier [5] . When necessary, triple and quadruple excitations are split to allow their accommodation by the RCI program [9] . Triple (T)/quadruple (Q) excitations formed from the product of an important single (S)/double (D) excitation and an important double excitation are likely to be the most important second order effects. The 4d 7 4f 9 vg triple excitation, formed from the 4d → vg single excitation (from the 4f 7 reference) and the 4d 2 → 4f 2 double excitation is such an example. This triple is too large to be included directly; specifically it has too many (57 million) coefficients (see Table 1 ), we add an additional radial function (RSH) to vl (and/or) vl and optimize their Z * 's during this partial RCI stage. Once this stabilizes, this excitation is considered complete. Angular convergence is determined by seeing when the prediction (using Jankowski et al [8] 's) drops below a few tens of cm −1 ). Usually there is good agreement between Jankowski [10] and what we achieve. However, in a few low l cases of importance, e.g. 4f
, our values differ considerably, even where we have used 3 virtuals. This seems ascribable to the different order of calculations done. Jankowski's is pure 2nd order; ours (matrix diagonalization) includes higher orders. It is just such excitations that show the greatest change between the separate (Table 1) and combined (final) RCI calculations. , where the references are constrained to be LS functions. The correlation energy from these Gd V 4f LS parents, an average shift is used. It is also assumed that the shift is independent of J. Both these assumptions can be removed (tailoring the shifts to individual references) in the future.
Use of ab initio
determined relative shifts for 4f 6 (L p , S p )5d diagonal matrix elements. The 4f 6 5d levels are even more complicated than 4f 7 , due to the excitation of one electron out of 4f into a new subshell
Results and Conclusions

4f
7 Levels In Table 2 , we give the energy differences (relative to higher than observation [14] . As might be expected, the semi-empirical "Cowan" values [7] show a better average agreement (1153 cm dE accuracy by RCI has recently become [15] a reasonable goal, and perhaps a similar limit can be attained in the next few years for 4f n levels too. Rather large average errors in energy differences relative to the ground state seem somewhat characteristic of RCI, in some measure -perhaps because the reference radial space is created by solving the Dirac-Hartree-Fock equations for the lowest energy level ( 8 S, here). The more important concern in energy difference accuracy is how well one does in positioning adjacent energy levels of the same symmetry, as this determines how accurate the mixing of the basis functions is [5] . Using this measure, our RCI results for the average difference in adjacent energy levels is 698 cm −1 or 4.5%. This low percentage suggests the mixing of basis functions is likely to be fairly good. It also suggests there is little near degeneracy among the bottom 5 4f 7 energy levels, as is obvious by inspection.
6 5d J=9/2, 7/2, 5/2 Levels Our calculations included the following single excitations: 5d → vd+vg, 4f → vf, 4p+5p → 4f and 5s → 5d. Calculation times were ∼ 4.0 hrs for the final combined runs. The contribution from 5p → 4f was differentially quite significant and should be included in all future calculations. We also examined correlation associated with the 4f, 5d pair, but this was differentially insignificant. The lowest 9-10 energy levels have 4f 6 mainly coupled to 7 F, and our RCI results are in close agreement with the semi-empirical Cowan-type results [7] , except for the 6, 8 P levels which exhibit big changes from 5p → 4f. Above these " ) in a RCI combined run is computationally too expensive at present, so we've resorted to ab initio determined shifts of 4f 6 (S p , L p )5d diagonal matrix elements. "exclusion" effect also must be included. These excitations have been included in a series of Gd V 4f 6 (S p , L p ) calculations, from which we extract the shifts. If there is more than one level for fixed (S p , L p , J p ), an average value was created. In the future, this averaging could be removed if necessary (it works well here).
We then return to Gd IV 4f
6 5d, where we use reference basis functions 4f 6 (S p , L p )5d and introduce the appropriate shift (relative to 7 F, to avoid having to introduce equivalent shifts in differentially important excitations already present, such as 5p → 4f).
With these shifts we agree with all the available [7] Cowantype dE's for 4f 6 5d to within a few hundred cm
, except for some of the 6, 8 P levels (where we should be more accurate). In Tables 3-5 we include previously unavailable Landé g-values, obtained using the entire combined wavefunction.
We label each of the energy levels with the 4f 6 parent (some levels have 2 significant parents) and an LS label for all 7 electrons. Both of these are obtained solely from the reference part of the wavefunctions. Due to RCI restrictions [9] (< 1000 dets in a reference function), LS reference functions were constructed independently, and their overlap with the RCI reference functions were then obtained. For many levels, LS labels are of little utility. For a few ("mix") there is no value in specifying LS at all. For meaningful LS labels, there is good consistency with pure LS Landé g-values [4] . The few experimental energies available [9] for 4f 
Remaining Difficulties
Excitation energies for 4f
7 → 4f 6 5d transitions. Normally, we would extract these from experiment -but for Gd IV the correspondence of the few observed energy levels to computed levels is difficult because the lower even octet levels are missing, and there are no observed g-values.
On the other hand, there are difficulties in carrying out ab initio calculations -because the "active" 4f electron's radial may be "core-like". This would seem to mean that in addition to the necessity of including 4f 2 pair correlation, 4d4f (and perhaps other) pair correlation may be necessary. Now the ionization potential of Gd IV is known [2] to be ∼ 44.0 eV. It seems reasonable that if we can account for this accurately, we should also be able to account for the 4f 7 → 4f 6 5d excitation energies. The Dirac-Fock IP is about 1.23 eV higher than experiment [4] . We can estimate the 4f 2 pair correlation by computing the angular factors [12] and using published [10] radial pair energies. With this addition the IP is 0.11 eV too low. This is ∼ 1% of the excitation energies, and suggests this method is adequate to determine reasonably accurate excitation energies.
2. However, for spectra where there are near degeneracies of the same symmetry (parity, J) involving Rydberg series and core-like perturbers such as Mo VI 4p 6 nf and 4p 2 ↔ pf. These calculations may well require extensive accurate treatment of core-valence and core-core correlation.
A third incompletely resolved issue is how to include triple and quadruple excitations for 4f
n states in a more systematic manner. While we have made some progress in this area, much more needs to be done -in principle. Fortunately in the present instance (likely due to the rather high ionicity) these contributions seem very moderate. Table 1 . N-electron Basis Sets and Major Energy Contributions (in eV) for Gd IV 4f 7 6 G - The # of vectors, dets, and coefficients is given for 1 virtual/l only. (R) indicates vectors compressed using REDUCE [7] . K = 1000 ; M= 1 000 000 ) for Gd IV 4f (XX) 5d YY as determined from the reference part of the wavefunction. Landé g-values are from the entire wavefunctions. Uses 367 out of 377P. Shift+Breit included. 2. Experimental energies [14] are absolute values. 3. RCI-Z (C-Z) are RCI (Cowan-type) calculations [7] . RCI-B = this work 
